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Abstract
In the framework of autonomous navigation, the use of a
cognitive map requires to perform fast and robust storage
of different pieces of information. Classical models of autoassociative memory have been proven to be limited in such
a context because of the well known catastrophic interference phenomenon. Taking strong inspiration from the inner organization of the hippocampus, we present in this paper a model of auto-associative memory based on 4 distinct
structures (EC, DG, CA3 and CA1) where information is
processed along a loop at three distinct levels and has been
tested successfully on a real robot.

1 Introduction
The design of architectures for endowing animats with autonomous behavior requires to cope with several complex
problems like motivation, action selection or autonomous
navigation. Taking inspiration from biological data can then
be helpful. A cortical framework has recently allowed the
building of consistent models concerning motivation, action selection and temporal organization of behavior [1].
Nevertheless, a pure cortical model offers poor abilities
for explicitly manipulating precise memory episodes while
it is required in most cognitive tasks. In the framework
of autonomous navigation for instance, navigation may be
achieved throughout the internal construction of a topological cognitive map of the environment. The agent has then to
deal with fast and robust storage of several pieces of information coming from its sensors (for instance landmarks in
the environment) and classical algorithms have been proved
to be severely limited in such a context because of the catastrophic interference phenomenon [2]. Furthermore, in the
precise framework of autonomous navigation, the problem
is even worse since learning is totally unsupervised and the
agent is presented with continuous inputs over space and
time.

Nonetheless, recent neurobiological researches about the
role of the hippocampus in the brain underlines the role
played by this structure in memory storage: it is known
to be involved in rapid memorization of episodes (episodic
memory) and there exist today several neurobiological data
regarding this structure that can be used for direct modeling.
The idea is to use several stages of information processing
where redundancy, orhogonalization and coarse coding representations [3] allow to achieve auto-association without
interference phenomenon. We present in this paper a model
grounded on several biological facts concerning the internal structure of the hippocampus: taking strong inspiration
from its inner organization, our model of auto-associative
memory is able to ensure fast and reliable storage of memory. Furthermore, an interesting synaptic triad mechanism
embedded within the model is presented in detail since it is
responsible for several properties of the model.

2 Biological background
Most associative areas in the neocortex project (directly or
indirectly) into the entorhinal cortex [4, 5]. This latter is
then an area where a major part of integrated cortical information converges and this structure holds at any moment
a highly polymodal representation of neocortex activation.
Entorhinal cortex is the highest level of association cortex
in the mammalian nervous system as explained in [6]. Furthermore, entorhinal cortex represents the main input and
output of the hippocampal system (figure 1).
2.1 The hippocampus
The hippocampus system of rodents, monkeys and humans
has been extensively studied during the past decades, leading to the design of several theories concerning its role in
overall brain functioning. While its role in the rat is strongly
related to spatial aspects since the discovery of place cells
in the rat hippocampus [7], it is mainly related to episodic
memory in monkeys and humans [8]. As early as 1971,

Marr proposed a theory about the crucial role of the hippocampus in memory consolidation [9]. He suggested that
the hippocampal system stores experiences and plays them
back to the neocortex where categorization would be performed. The very idea that the hippocampus is the teacher
of neocortex has been now widely adopted by many researchers in this domain [8, 10] and despite some differences, recent neurobiological models converge towards this
role of the hippocampus in the formation of neocortical representations in the human brain. Further informations on
different models as well as an extended review of psychobiological models of hippocampal function in learning and
memory may be found in [11].
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parahippocampal cortex which constitutes the major inputs
[5]. All these projections make EC the most integrated and
polymodal area of the whole brain. The earlier ideas relative to hippocampus were grounded on the trisynaptic loop
concept. That is, information was believed to follow a sequential loop from EC to dentate gyrus (DG), then from DG
to CA3, from CA3 to CA1 and from CA1 to subiculum before finally returning to EC. Later researches demonstrated
that EC send direct projections to both the dentate gyrus
(DG), CA fields (CA3 and CA1) and to the subiculum [13].
Nonetheless, the concept of trisynaptic loop is interesting
because it underlines the existence of a loop between DG,
CA3, CA1 and subiculum. In fact, there are no direct connections from DG to CA1 or subiculum, nor are there direct
connections from CA3 to subiculum. But the crucial aspect
of hippocampus inner organization is the specific connectivity of CA3 structure. This latter structure is known to heavily project onto itself via many recurrent connections. This
connectivity then makes the CA3 structure a good candidate for a possible auto-associative stage into hippocampal
information processing loop [14].
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3.1 Architecture
The model we conceived does not attempt to address the fine
circuitry of both entorhinal cortex and hippocampus in great
detail, although it does aim to incorporate their well-known
structural properties such as connectivity and relative size of
structures. It is composed of four main structures (EC, DG,
CA3 and CA1) organized along a loop, each one having a
precise role in the overall functioning:
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Figure 1: Main forward connections (solid arrows) and backward connections (dashed arrows) between neocortex
and hippocampus.

2.2 Inner organization
The inner organization of the hippocampus seems now well
established and has been fully described in several papers
[4] and books [12] and we will only describe here what
is generally accepted by most researchers of the domain.
Entorhinal cortex (EC) is the principal recipient of direct
neocortical inputs arising from perirhinal cortices and the



Entorhinal cortex: The EC structure constitutes in
the model the interface between hippocampus and
neocortex and represents both the input and the output of the model. As an input device, it is constantly
fed with external cortical inputs which are transmitted to the hippocampus. As an output device, activity
is related to both cortical input and hippocampal one.
Dentate gyrus: The DG structure, which is directly
connected to EC, constitutes in the model the first step
of processing where information is made sparse and
orthogonalized (coarse coding). Because EC patterns
may greatly overlap, this first step is necessary to reduce this overlapping and to allow subsequent autoassociations without interference phenomenon [2]. It
is to be noted that the size of DG in the model is
5  n and this expansion factor allows a sparsed and
orthogonalized representation of EC information to
take place within DG.
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CA1
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During subsequent presentations of this same input (with
or without noise), unit activities correspond to the recall
of these small parts of the input, corresponding to several
pieces of a more global jigsaw puzzle. The pattern completion, which corresponds to the network level, is then required because the previous small pieces encoded into unit
activities are not sufficient for a global recall because noise
induces some spurious activity resulting in additional pieces
as well as missing pieces. Coarse coding reflects in fact several disconnected pieces of a jigsaw puzzle that is very like
a one the system learned before. Only the gathering of all
these pieces together will bring the full puzzle. This gathering is insured by the recurrent structure of CA3: the pieces
of the puzzle have been linked together by previous learning and then, if there are sufficient activated pieces, the full
puzzle can emerge: lateral excitations of CA3 units will induce activity into missing units, inducing this way the recall
of the full pattern into CA3. Details of equations may found
in [15, 16].
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Figure 2: Architecture of the model





CA3: The CA3 structure is connected to DG and receives from this latter structure a sparse and orthogonalized information. Furthermore the size of CA3
in the model is 3  n and a compression is then performed such that CA3 has a compressed representation of DG activity. The challenge is then to keep
to some extent the sparse and orthogonalized representation of DG information while compressing information. This is necessary because the CA3 structure is also richly and recurrently connected in order
for auto-association to take place, it then required a
minimal activity for avoiding interferences.
CA1: The CA1 structure is connected to CA3 and
represents the last step of information processing.
The size of CA1 in the model is 2  n in order to reduce computation time and CA1 requires then a new
compression of information. Finally, at this stage,
we get the actual activation within EC and a reduced
sketch of it within CA1.

3.2 Coarse coding and pattern completion
The coarse coding corresponds to the unit level and to the
specialization of DG, CA3 and CA1 units over a ”loose”
pattern of activation [3]). These units, when presented with
input, are capable of specializing themselves on a small part
of this input and this specialization is loose enough in order
to allow these units to be specialized on a range of activation patterns rather than on a very specific activation one.

4 Modulation
Once the full pattern has been recalled into CA1, original
pattern is still to be recalled within EC because EC is the
main interface between hippocampus and cortex. At this
stage of the process, CA1 activity reflects the recalled pattern as learned previously and EC reflects the same pattern
but incomplete and noisy. The idea is then that CA1 activity
is believed sufficiently discriminant to promote a modulation of the synapses of the entorhinal cortex in the following
way:





Recall: The pattern of activation within EC is a noisy
representation of a previously learned one and the
auto-association mechanism of CA3 has implicitly recalled it. CA1 activity reflects then the original pattern corresponding to current EC activity.
Learning: The pattern of activation within EC is similar to none of the previously learned pattern. CA1
activity reflects the exact pattern corresponding to
actual EC activity.

The idea is then to use this activity to modulate EC activity via a synaptic triad mechanism. Synaptic triad [17] is
a mechanism allowing to dynamically and explicitly modulate the weight of a connection between two neurons via
the activity of a third neuron which is the modulator. Let
a neuron N be connected to n neurons (Xi ) via synaptic
triads where modulator is neuron M (figure 3.2), then the
activity AN (t) of the neuron N is computed according to

1) Classic connectivity

2) Triad connectivity

sequently, there is no influence of pre-synaptic neuron upon post-synaptic neuron relatively to modulator
neuron CA1mod .
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If the pre-synaptic neuron ECpre is not active, there
is no influence of pre-synaptic neuron upon postsynaptic neuron (whatever the activity of modulation
neuron CA1mod ).



If both pre-synaptic neuron ECpre and post-synaptic
neuron ECpost are active, the synapse is considered
excitatory and modulator neuron CA1mod will learn
to facilitate the excitatory connection between the two
neurons (modulation factor will tend to +1).



If pre-synaptic neuron ECpre is active while postsynaptic neuron ECpost is inactive, the synapse is
considered inhibitory and modulator neuron CA1mod
will learn to facilitate the inhibitory connection between the two neurons (modulation factor will tend
toward -1).
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Figure 3: Detail of a classical connectivity and a synaptic triad
connectivity. The activity of the modulator neuron in
the synaptic triad allows to modulate (excitatory or inhibitory) the synapses.

equation:

AN (t + 1) = f

n
X
i=1

mi (t)AM (t)wi (t)xi (t)

!
(1)

where AM (t) is the activity of the neuron M , mi (t) is the
weight of the modulation of neuron M upon synapse i and
f any threshold function. The term mi AM (t) is the modulation term which is dependent of activity of the neuron
M.

In fact, when the pre-synaptic unit is not active, it is considered that there is no influence of the pre-synaptic unit onto
the post-synaptic one, consequently there is no learning in
such cases. Now considering a pre-synaptic neuron Ei
Entorhinal Cortex

Let us consider our model, we explained previously that EC
units are recurrently interconnected via synaptic triads and
that CA1 units play the role of modulators. The idea is then
to set the role of the modulator neuron according to activity (figure 4) of both pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neuron.
Let consider a modulator neuron CA1mod that modulates
the synapse between a pre-synaptic neuron ECpre and a
post-synaptic ECpost (figure 4). The modulation role of
CA1mod is set according to the following rules:
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Figure 4: Inhibitory and excitatory connections.

If the neuron CA1mod is not active (activity = 0),
the modulation term in equation 1 is null, and con-
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Figure 5: Detail of a connection between a pre-synaptic unit Ei
and a post-synaptic unit
(Ci ).
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and a post-synaptic neuron Ej of EC (figure 5), the weight
Wij (t) of the connection between these two units is computed according to the equation:

Wij (t) =
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where mk (t) is the modulation factor of CA1 unit
k (t) the activity of neuron Ck .

(2)

Ck

and

This equation is somehow different from the usual ones in
that in our model, the weights of connections between EC
units are fully dependent of CA1 activity. There is no ”hard”
connections between EC units and if there are no activity
within CA1, then there is no lateral interaction within EC.
Let us again consider a pre-synaptic neuron Ei and a postsynaptic neuron Ej (figure 5) of respective activity ei (t) and
ej (t). Learning will take into account lateral excitation and
inhibition in the following way:





if (ei (t)  s) and (ej (t) < s) then neuron Ei inhibits
neuron Ej
if (ei (t)  s) and (ej (t)  s) then neuron Ei inhibits
neuron Ej
if (ei (t) <
neuron Ej

s)

then neuron

Ei

has no influence on

Finally, modulation factors mi are updated (and bound between -1 and 1) according to equations:
If (ej (t) < s);

mi (t + 1) = mi (t) +

If (ej (t)  s);

mi (t + 1) = mi (t) +

with s = 23 , and

ej (t) s
)
s
ej (t) s
i (t)( 1 s )

the model is totally unsupervised, it may be difficult to predict which image belongs to which place. Nonetheless, as
we explained before, when the model has not yet learned
anything, it will naturally consider the first example as being a prototype and will try to match subsequent examples
to this one. In the example displayed in figure 6, the first example was the image at pan=0. From the first presentation
of this image, the model has learned the place and will try
to match any similar image (pan=-25, -10, +10, +25). The
point is since there is a match, the EC activity will reflect
the learned prototype and then, learning will occur with this
very prototype, hence, reinforcing the previous learning. In
fact, in case of matching, noisy images presentations do not
disturb learning but reinforce it. Finally, from a whole 360
degrees sequences, the model has been able to characterize
approximately 50 places (the characterization rate is very
dependent from the recognition rate embedded within the
system) proving that this model of hippocampus is able to
play the role of a recognition module within a larger framework. Nonetheless, the model has not yet been fully tested
on larger sequences (navigation sequence) which requires
larger storage capacity and parameters of the model must
be certainly modified to handle larger environments.

i (t)(

:

= 0 05.

5 Results
As we explained previously, the model of hippocampus was
originally designed to address robotic navigation by providing a place recognition module to the robot. The goal is
to characterize and recognize places based solely on current image information. Nonetheless, due to RGB encoding
format, two similar images generally get different RGB encoding and the model of hippocampus is unable to directly
process these images. We then pre-processed them online in
order to get a more characteristic and reduced information.
The idea is to obtain an image signature which is smooth
over space (similar images tend to get similar signature) but
sufficiently discriminatory. Details of the algorithm may be
found in [18]. The model has then be tested on a Koala
(K-Team) equipped with a color CCD camera able to turn
around z and x axis. The figure 6 displays a sequence example when the camera is rotated around z axis. Images have
been pre-processed online and feed offline into the model
of hippocampus but the time order of the sequence has been
nonetheless conserved (from 0 to +50 and from +50 to -50).
The difficulty then arises from this sequential order: each of
the signature is very similar to the previous one, and since

6 Discussion
Several other approaches to understanding principles underlying hippocampus functioning share similarities with our
own approach. For example, pattern separation as well as
auto-association recurrent networks have been widely studied and used in several models [6, 19, 20], but it is to be
noted that if these approaches offer important principles
concerning the hippocampus, they are generally concerned
with the hippocampus alone, and only few of them are concerned with computational neocortical-hippocampal interactions. In the framework of autonomous robotics, we cannot suffer to have a stand-alone model of hippocampus since
the model has to be somehow integrated in a larger framework. The model we presented has been designed for such a
purpose and it is original in that it proposes a mechanism to
allow effective recall within EC proper: the synaptic triad
mechanism we used allows the entorhinal cortex to cope
with both cortical and hippocampal inputs. Furthermore,
the choice of considering the EC layer as one functional
layer (instead of two) is explained by this required integration. In fact, the actual model integrates the use of two functional layers, but the second layer is used as a query device
for the rest of the network. The idea is to use the hippocampus as a recognition device of current perceptions as well
as a query device for past perceptions. Based on the model
of the cortex proposed by [21], the global model is able to
perform goal directed search (details may be found in [22]).
Finally, we aim at designing a control architecture able to

Robot camera image
Pan = −25

Pan = −10

Pan = 0

Pan = +10

Pan = +25

Posterior cortex

Entorhinal Cortex

Figure 6: Results from the robotic simulation. The camera images are first processed in order to obtain a digital signature which is smooth
over space, that is, similar images get similar signatures. This signature is then used as a cortical input within the model and the
bottom of the figure displays EC activity for each of the image. In the displayed example, each image has been identified to the
prototype place which has been learned first (pan = 0).

cope with both procedural and episodic representations.
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